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Abstract

To recognize the DNA sequence and mine the hidden information to achieve the classification of organisms are viewed as a difficult work to
biologists. As we know, the amino acids are the basic elements to construct DNA. Hence, if the codon usage of amino acids can be analyzed
well, the useful information about classification of organisms may be obtained. However, if we choose too many amino acids to perform the
clustering analysis, the high dimensions also lead the clustering analysis to be a complicated structure. Hence, in this study, we will incorporate
the principle component analysis and fuzzy-ART clustering techniques into constructing an integrated approach. The useful information about
organisms classification based on the codon usage can be mined by using the proposed approach. Finally, we also employ a case including 18
bacteria to demonstrate the rationality and feasibility of our proposed approach.
� 2008 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

The classification of organisms can make us to understand
the origin of lives. Until now, many studies and researches had
focused to address such issue [1–8]. As we know, the coding
structure of DNA sequence was frequently used to discuss or
to study since meeting the issue of classifying different or-
ganisms. Hence, the similarity analysis or clustering analysis
of the DNA sequence will be a worthy study to address the
classification problem. However, most techniques with the
quantitative characteristics cannot be directly employed to
DNA sequence. Restated, the transformation for DNA sequence
will be necessary action for the subsequent analysis. According
to the philosophy of organism evolution, the useful messages
can be transferred from DNA to mRNA, and then it will be
transferred from mRNA to protein. Next, such useful messages
can also be transferred from mRNA to protein via codon types.
Generally, each amino acid can match to codon-one at least or it
can match to codon-six at most. The codon to encode the same
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amino acid will be called as the synonymity codon. The fre-
quency of using synonymity codon during the encoding process
of protein may be different [9–13], and the particular organism
or gene generally focus on one or several specific synonymity
codon. Although the codon will be recognized to be a compli-
cated case, it still hidden the important meanings [14,15], e.g.
the information providing the recommendation to the classifi-
cation problem.

In this study, we initially intend to transfer DNA sequence
into a quantitative structure based on codon usage. Then, we
will apply the transferred form into performing the subsequent
clustering analysis. As we know, if we choose too many amino
acids to make analysis, it will lead the clustering analysis to
meet the case with the multip dimensions [16]. It will cause
the clustering analysis to be a complicated operation. Hence,
we will also intend to combine the techniques with the dimen-
sion reduction characteristic. Hence, we will propose an inte-
grated approach based on soft computing concept, which will
incorporate the dimension reduction and clustering technique
to resolve the organism classification. Finally, an illustrative
data including 18 bacteria will be applied to demonstrating the
rationality and feasibility of our proposed approach.
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2. Background review

2.1. Principle component analysis (PCA)

The philosophy of principle component analysis (PCA) can
be denoted as that summarizing all parameters to make the nec-
essary analysis since facing such problem [16–19]. PCA will
be frequently viewed as one technique to reduce the dimen-
sion of problem. Restated, the practitioner can apply PCA to
transfer those parameters with the high correlation into the few
independent parameters (or it will be called as the principle
component term) and the variation of the original data can be
still explained well. Those few principle component terms will
be the index to explain the summarization of parameters. The
equation of PCA can be given as follows:

PC(1) = a11X1 + a12X2 + · · · + a1p X p

PC(2) = a21X1 + a22X2 + · · · + a2p X p

...

PC(m) = am1X1 + am2X2 + · · · + ampX p (1)

where PC(1), PC(2), . . . , PC(m) will denote the first principle
component term, the second principle component term, . . . ,
the n-th principle component term. The summarization char-
acteristics will be represented according to the coefficients
a11, . . . , a1p in the linear equation. As for the philosophy to
determine those principle terms will be recommended as “The
capability of variation explanation for the first principle com-
ponent term will be the largest one and the capability of the
remainder variation for the second principle component term
will be the largest one.” If we take such philosophy into per-
forming analysis, we will get m (m� p) principle component
terms and the generalized form will be given as follows:

PC(m) = am1X1 + am2X2 + · · · + ampXp (2)

where X j , j = 1, 2, . . . , P , and we can re-write it into the
following equation:

Y = �1X1 + �2X2 + · · · + �pXp (3)

2.2. Fuzzy adaptive resonance theory (fuzzy-ART)

The behavior in fuzzy adaptive resonance theory (fuzzy
ART) lends itself well to simple geometrical interpretation
owing to an internal representation of category prototypes as
hyperrectangles in the input space. As for the category choice
process, by which fuzzy ART always responds the same way
to a familiar input: it recalls the smallest hyperrectangle con-
taining this input [20]. Hyperrectangle overlaps have been
argued to be an inconvenience if categories are mutually ex-
clusive [21]. In order to learn intersecting and overlapping
categories, a neural network must be capable of repressing
previously known categories while it forms new ones. In
other words, it must be able to make temporary abstraction
of previous knowledge. The generalization would allow the
learning of the tulips category first, and the flowers category
next, whereas discrimination would allow the reverse. In the

case of fuzzy ART, increasing the value of a network param-
eter called vigilance allows formation of new, more specific
categories intersecting broad ones that are already known. The
network is thus capable of discrimination. However, reduc-
ing the same parameter value does not yield generalization.
This is due to the predilection of fuzzy ART for the smallest
hyperrectangle containing the input. To avoid a category pro-
liferation problem that could otherwise occur [22,23] recom-
mend input normalization by a procedure called complement
coding. Let a be an M-dimensional vector (a1, a2, . . . , aM ),
where 0�ai �1. The complement coded input I is obtained as
I = (a1, a2, . . . , aM , 1− a1, 1− a2, . . . , 1− aM )= (a, ac). As-
sign to each category j a vector w j = (w j1, w j2, . . . , w j2M ) of
adaptive weights. Each category is initially uncommitted, and
its weights are initialized to one. The functionality of fuzzy
ART may be described as a three-step algorithm [24]:

Step 1. Category choice: Upon presentation of an input I, a
choice function Tj is computed for each category j.

Step 1. The norm operator | • | is defined as |x | = ∑2M
i=1|xi |,

the symbol ∧ denotes the fuzzy AND operator, that
is, x∧y = (min(x1, y1), . . . ,min(x2M , y2M )), and � is a
user-defined parameter, �> 0. The category J for which
the choice function is maximal, that is, Tj=max{Tj , j=
1, 2, 3, . . .} is chosen for the vigilance test.

Step 2. Vigilance test: The similarity between wJ and I is com-
pared to a parameter � called vigilance, 0���1, in
the following test:

Tj = |I ∧ w j |
� + |w j | (1)

If the test is passed, then resonance occurs and learn-
ing takes place. If the test is failed, then mismatch reset
occurs: the value of Tj is set to −1 for the duration of
the current input presentation, another category is cho-
sen in Step 1, and the vigilance test is repeated. Cate-
gories are searched, that is, chosen and then tested, un-
til one that meets (1) is found. This category is said to
be selected for I. It is either already committed or un-
committed, in which case it becomes committed during
resonance.

Step 3: Resonance: Resonance makes reference to the internal
dynamics of the neural network as it pays attention to
the vector (I∧wJ ). During resonance, the weight vector
wJ of the selected category I is updated according to
the equation

w
(new)
J = �(I∧w

(old)
J ) + (1 − �)w(old)

J (2)

where � is a learning rate parameter, 0���1. What is
learned is not the input I itself, but rather an attended
weight vector (I ∧ w

(old)
J ): fuzzy ART thus learns pro-

totypes, rather than exemplars. The special case � = 1
is called fast learning and is assumed throughout this
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work. Once resonance is finished, a new input may be
presented, and the three steps repeated.

3. The proposed approach

In this section, we propose an integrated procedure based
on PCA and fuzzy-ART techniques to address the organism
classification issue (the flowchart can be graphically depicted
in Fig. 1) and it will be summarized as follows.

3.1. Step 1: Preprocessing for DNA sequence

From the logistic concept, DNA will consist of 20 amino
acids and the codon type of each amino acid may be not the
same (e.g. the type of codon-one or codon-six). However, the
practitioners frequently choose the type which can providemore
information and the larger codon type may be chosen due to
they can provide more hidden information, e.g. the LEU, SER
and ARG are the codon-six type. The way to compute the
frequency or the ratio for each codon type will be a rational
and feasible method to denote the hidden information, i.e. the
codon usage. And, it will be included into this study.

3.2. Step 2: Dimension reduction

When the codon type will be chosen, the practitioners will
meet the issue of multiple dimensions analysis. From the prac-
tice consideration, if the analysis can be performed well via
the less dimensions, it will be a suitable option to choose the
less dimensions. That is, the dimension reduction will be nec-
essary action. After reviewing the related dimension reduction
techniques, the PCA will be a suitable technique to address
such issue. In order to make the dimension reduction via PCA,

Fig. 1. The flowchart of the proposed procedure.

a suitable cutoff value (e.g. 95% or 0.95) to the explanation
capability can be determined at initial stage. Then, the num-
ber of the principle component terms can be determined after
performing the PCA. After completing the PCA, we can apply
the Eq. (2) to obtain the corresponding principle component
values, i.e. the transferred data after dimension reduction.

3.3. Step 3: Making clustering analysis

Next, we will process the clustering analysis according to the
obtained principle components. The fuzzy-ART will be applied
to find out the possible clustering result. Generally, the try-and-
error to the vigilance value (it will lie in 0–1) will be used to
aid the decision-making process about the number of clusters.
Herein, we will intend to adjust the vigilance value from 0.5
to 0.9. The primary consideration about such choice can be
explained as “Too larger vigilance value will stress the higher
similarity and too less vigilance value will stress the better plas-
ticity. The baseline of the vigilance can be determined as 0.5
due to that it is the balance point to similarity and plasticity.”
Then, the number of cluster can be then determined according to
the compromise of clustering results derived from the different
vigilance values. Firstly, we can list all possible cluster results
and compute the frequency depending on the count of appear-
ance for each particular cluster. Next, we will compute the to-
tal frequency score (i.e. total frequency score= frequency− 1)
for each cluster. The designed reason of total frequency score
is to obtain the repetition of such cluster. Then, the number of
cluster with the maximum frequency score will be determined
as the optimum clustering result. And, the vigilance value can
also be determined as the maximum vigilance value under
the optimum clustering result. As for the detailed operational
procedure for performing fuzzy-ART, it will be referred to
Section 2.
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4. Illustrative example

In this section, we will apply an illustrative case to demon-
strate the rationality and feasibility of our proposed approach.

4.1. Materials

We collect a data from Gonome Altas Database (it can be
obtained from http://www.cbs.Dtu.dk/services/GenomeAtlas/)
to perform the analysis. We download about 18 bacteria with
the full DNA sequence data and it will be given in Table 1.

Table 1
The related data about the 18 bacteria

No. Organism Label Accession no. Bases (bp) Taxo. ID

1 Bacillus anthracis str. Ames B1 AE016879 5227293 198094
2 Bacillus anthracis str. ‘Ames Ancestor’ B2 AE017334 5227419 261594
3 Bacillus anthracis str. Sterne B3 AE017225 5228663 260799
4 Bacillus cereus ATCC 10987 B4 AE017194 5224283 222523
5 Bacillus cereus ATCC 14579 B5 AE016877 5411809 226900
6 Bacillus cereus ZK B6 CP000001 5300915 288681
7 Bacillus clausii KSM-K16 B7 AP00627 4303871 66692
8 Bacillus halodurans C-125 B8 BA000004 4202352 272558
9 Bacillus licheniformis ATCC 14580 B9 AE017333 4222645 279010

10 Bacillus subtilis subsp. subtilis str. 168 B10 AL009126 4214630 224308
11 Bacillus thuringiensis serovar konkukian str. 97-27 B11 AE017355 5237682 281309

12 Escherichia coli CFT073 E1 AE014075 5231428 199310
13 Escherichia coli K12 E2 U00096 4639675 83333
14 Escherichia coli O157:H7 E3 BA000007 5498450 83334
15 Escherichia coli O157:H7:EDL933 E4 AE005174 5528445 155864

16 Pyrococcus abyssi GE5 P1 AL096836 1765118 272844
17 Pyrococcus furiosus DSM 3638 P2 AE009950 1908256 186497
18 Pyrococcus horikoshii OT3 P3 BA000001 1738505 70601

Table 2
The frequency of the codon usage of LEU, SER and ARG for the 18 bacteria

Codon usage LEU SER ARG

Name 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18

B_anthracis-Ames 0.521 0.099 0.190 0.044 0.111 0.034 0.266 0.055 0.252 0.079 0.248 0.099 0.377 0.128 0.144 0.036 0.251 0.065
B_anthracis-Ames0581 0.521 0.099 0.190 0.044 0.111 0.034 0.266 0.055 0.253 0.079 0.249 0.099 0.377 0.128 0.144 0.036 0.251 0.065
B_anthracis-Sterne 0.520 0.101 0.189 0.044 0.111 0.034 0.265 0.055 0.252 0.079 0.249 0.099 0.373 0.127 0.145 0.036 0.252 0.066
B_cereus-ATCC10987 0.523 0.105 0.188 0.047 0.111 0.036 0.262 0.058 0.250 0.080 0.247 0.102 0.361 0.124 0.145 0.041 0.257 0.073
B_cereus-ATCC14579 0.518 0.104 0.191 0.042 0.111 0.034 0.265 0.053 0.255 0.079 0.249 0.099 0.373 0.122 0.144 0.036 0.259 0.067
B_cereus-ZK 0.521 0.099 0.189 0.044 0.112 0.034 0.268 0.056 0.252 0.080 0.247 0.098 0.373 0.126 0.146 0.036 0.253 0.066
B_claussi-KSMK16 0.219 0.247 0.228 0.106 0.093 0.107 0.173 0.123 0.184 0.160 0.125 0.235 0.231 0.265 0.125 0.187 0.105 0.087
B_halodurans-C125 0.274 0.174 0.219 0.138 0.115 0.081 0.175 0.142 0.201 0.159 0.153 0.170 0.244 0.179 0.223 0.155 0.127 0.072
B_licheniformis-DSM13 0.143 0.181 0.229 0.153 0.032 0.263 0.147 0.155 0.202 0.170 0.063 0.264 0.115 0.254 0.073 0.193 0.218 0.146
B_B_subtills-168 0.198 0.159 0.239 0.112 0.051 0.240 0.204 0.128 0.236 0.101 0.106 0.226 0.180 0.206 0.100 0.157 0.260 0.096
thuringiensis-9272 0.522 0.100 0.189 0.045 0.111 0.034 0.266 0.055 0.251 0.080 0.249 0.099 0.373 0.129 0.145 0.037 0.250 0.065
E_coli-CFT073 0.132 0.134 0.111 0.104 0.038 0.481 0.146 0.148 0.133 0.159 0.159 0.268 0.262 0.272 0.052 0.084 0.123 0.207
E_coli-K12 0.131 0.128 0.104 0.105 0.037 0.496 0.145 0.149 0.124 0.151 0.151 0.277 0.378 0.398 0.066 0.099 0.038 0.022
E_coli-O157:H7 0.133 0.125 0.110 0.102 0.038 0.493 0.144 0.150 0.136 0.156 0.156 0.268 0.361 0.374 0.069 0.111 0.052 0.033
E_coli-O157:H7-EDL933 0.140 0.134 0.112 0.102 0.043 0.470 0.147 0.147 0.146 0.152 0.152 0.255 0.316 0.343 0.091 0.134 0.066 0.051
P_abyssi-GE5 0.163 0.143 0.208 0.202 0.181 0.104 0.138 0.144 0.180 0.151 0.151 0.281 0.018 0.020 0.015 0.011 0.295 0.640
P_furiosus-DSM3638 0.194 0.139 0.240 0.169 0.176 0.082 0.184 0.127 0.208 0.208 0.208 0.221 0.021 0.021 0.023 0.014 0.524 0.397
P_horikosgii-OT3 0.208 0.142 0.239 0.171 0.151 0.089 0.213 0.205 0.083 0.157 0.157 0.167 0.092 0.053 0.101 0.074 0.328 0.352

4.2. Analysis procedure

4.2.1. Step 1: Preprocessing for DNA sequence
Herein, three amino acids (LEU, SER, ARG) with codon-six

will be chosen to be included in this study. The primary reason
is that the codon-six can hold more sufficient information with
the simple structure Then, the original DNA sequence will be
transferred into the codon usage in this study. The related data
can be collected from database and the frequency of codon
usage will be computed as Table 2 by referring to [10,14,15].
That is, the DNA sequence of each bacteria can be transferred

http://www.cbs.Dtu.dk/services/GenomeAtlas/
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Table 3
The statistical test for principle component terms

Total variance explained

Component Initial eigenvalues Extraction sums of squared loadings Rotation sums of squared loadings

Total % of variance Cumulative (%) Total % of variance Cumulative (%) Total % of variance Cumulative (%)

1 9.399 52.216 52.216 9.399 52.216 52.216 7.865 43.696 43.696
2 5.043 24.015 80.230 5.043 24.015 80.230 5.376 29.869 73.566
3 2.021 11.23 91.459 2.021 11.225 91.459 3.221 17.594 91.459
4 0.654 3.635 95.094
5 0.363 2.018 97.113
6 0.267 1.481 96.593
7 0.170 0.944 99.538
6 4.484E−02 0.249 99.787
9 2.902E−02 0.161 99.948

10 7.420E−05 4.122E−02 99.999
11 1.389E−05 7.718E−03 99.997
12 3.976E−04 2.209E−03 99.999
13 1.372E−04 7.621E−04 100.000
14 4.116E−06 2.287E−04 100.000
15 1.775E−06 9.862E−06 100.000
16 6.406E−06 3.559E−07 100.000
17 4.318E−11 2399E−10 100.000
IS 5.763E−16 3.202E−15 100.000

Extraction method: Principal component analysis.

Fig. 2. The scree plot.

into 18 values (or dimensions). That is, it can be viewed as the
quantification procedure.

4.2.2. Step 2: Dimension reduction
To simplify the analysis operation, we will apply the soft-

ware SPSS10.0 to perform the PCA to achieve the dimension
reduction action. We initially assign a cutoff value Cv in PCA
to be 0.9 with a strict consideration. Restated, the explana-
tion capability of the whole variation for the chosen princi-
ple component terms must exceed 90%. Under such constrain,
we choose three principle components in this study due to the

Fig. 3. The coefficients in three chosen principle component terms.

explanation capability of the whole variation can arrive at about
91.5%. The related statistical report can be listed in Table 3 and
the option of principle component terms can be also referred
to the scree plot in Fig. 2. Besides, the linear structure for the
three chosen principle component terms can refer to Fig. 3. For
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Table 4
The comparison result for the chosen topological structure and the final number of cluster

The chosen vigilance value 0.5 0.55 0.6* 0.65
The number of cluster after clustering 4 4 4* 5
The corresponding members Cluster1: Cluster1: Cluster1: Cluster1:

{1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 11}(2) {1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 11}(2) {1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 11}(2) {1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6}(0)
Cluster2: Cluster2: Cluster2: Cluster2:
{7, 8, 9, 10, 11}(0) {7, 8, 9, 10}(2) {7, 8, 9, 10}(2) {7, 8, 9, 10}(2)
Cluster3: Cluster3: Cluster3: Cluster3:
{12, 13, 14, 15}(4) {12, 13, 14, 15}(4) {12, 13, 14, 15}(4) {13, 14, 15}(0)
Cluster4: Cluster4: Cluster4: Cluster4:
{16, 17, 18}(3) {16, 17, 18}(3) {16, 17, 18}(3) {12}(0)

Cluster5:
{16, 17, 18}(3)

Total frequency score 9 11 11 5
The chosen vigilance value 0.7 0.75 0.8 0.85
The number of cluster after clustering 7 9 10 10
The corresponding members Cluster1: Cluster1: Cluster1: Cluster1:

{1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6}(0) {1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6}(0) {1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6}(0) {1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6}(0)
Cluster2: Cluster2: Cluster2: Cluster2:
{7, 8, 9}(0) {8, 9}(0) {7}(0) {7}(0)
Cluster3: Cluster3: Cluster3: Cluster3:
{12, 13, 14, 15}(4) {10}(0) {8, 9}(0) {8, 9}(0)
Cluster4: Cluster4: Cluster4: Cluster4:
{10, 11}(0) {11}(0) {10}(0) {10}(0)
Cluster5: Cluster5: Cluster5: Cluster5:
{16}(0) {12, 13, 14, 15}(4) {11}(0) {11}(0)
Cluster6: Cluster6: Cluster6: Cluster6:
{17}(0) {7}(0) {12}(0) {12}(0)
Cluster7: Cluster7: Cluster7: Cluster7:
{18}(0) {16}(0) {13, 14, 15}(0) {13, 14, 15}(0)

Cluster8: Cluster8: Cluster8:
{17}(0) {16}(0) {16}(0)
Cluster9: Cluster9: Cluster9:
{18}(0) {17}(0) {17}(0)

Cluster10: Cluster10:
{18}(0) {18}(0)

Total frequency score 4 4 0 0
The chosen vigilance value 0.9
The number of cluster after clustering 12
The corresponding members Cluster1:

{1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6}(0)
Cluster2:
{7}(0)
Cluster3:
{8, 9}(0)
Cluster4:
{10}(0)

{11}(0)
Cluster6:
{12}(0)
Cluster7:
{13}(0)
Cluster8:
{14}(0)
Cluster9:
{15}(0)
Cluster10:
{16}(0)
Cluster11:
{17}(0)
Cluster12:
{18}(0)

Frequency score 0

{ bacteria } (frequency score) will denote the frequency score of bacteria.
∗It will denote the optimum number of cluster and the optimum vigilance value.
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Fig. 4. The 3D clustering diagram for the proposed approach.

instance, the PC(1) can be represented as

PC(1) = − 0.99 ∗ var1 + 0.561 ∗ vqr2 − 0.205 ∗ var3 + · · ·
+ 0.640 ∗ var16 − 0.387 ∗ var17

+ 0.309 ∗ var18 (3)

As for PC(2) and PC(3), the linear structure can also be
constructed by using the same concept like as PC(1).

4.2.3. Step 3: Making clustering analysis
Subsequently, we will perform clustering analysis by using

fuzzy-ART to obtain the possible number of cluster. The pos-
sible vigilance value will be taken from 0.5 to 0.9. For sim-
plifying the operation process, we choose the vigilance values
with the same increment 0.05. That is, we will perform nine
times clustering analysis by using fuzzy-ART. Table 4 will list
the clustering result for the chosen vigilance value.
From Table 4, we can determine the feasible number of clus-

ter to be four. The reason about making such decision can be
denoted as “The frequency score obtained from the case with
four clusters is the maximum (i.e. total frequency score= 11).
It denoted the optimum number of cluster can be determined
as four and the corresponding vigilance value can be deter-
mined as 0.6 (i.e. 0.6> 0.55)”. Besides, we can also graph-
ically depict such result via a 3D visual diagram with the
vigilance value equaling to 0.6. The constructed 3D diagram
can be represented in Fig. 3. From Fig. 4, not only the cluster-
ing effect can be shown, but the radius for such four clusters
and the center of cluster also can be represented. The radius
can be computed by choosing the maximum distance value for
all organisms included in such cluster with the center of cluster.
The biologists may make more detailed study after reviewing
the 3D clustering diagram.
According to the result of clustering analysis, we can sum-

marize several findings:

(1) P_abyssi-GE5 (No. 16), P_furiosus-DSM3638 (No. 17)
and P_horikosgii-OT3 (No. 18) can be recommended to be
clustered into the same cluster.

(2) E_coli-CFT073 (No. 12), E_coli-K12 (No. 13),
E_coli-O157:H7 (No. 14), E_coli-O157:H7-EDL933 (No.
15) can be then recommended to clustered into the same
cluster.

(3) As for the other 11 bacteria, from B_anthracis-Ames to
B_thuringiensis-9272, we will suggest that two groups can
be clustered. Among those bacteria, No. 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 and
11 will be clustered to the same cluster. This finding has the
same result as [24]. From the biological philosophy, those
bacteria are the member of Bacillus cereus. Besides, it also
denotes that Bacillus anthracis and Bacillus thuringiensis
can be resolved to have the direct evolution link to B. cereus
after the sequence analysis of chromosome. Furthermore,
Bacillus licheniformis ATCC 14580 (No. 9) and Bacillus
subtilis subsp. subtilis str. 168 (No. 10) had been found
out that the two organism will have a higher similarity for
the organization. It will be recommended as the same evo-
lution chain. As for Bacillus clausii (No. 7) and Bacillus
halodurans (No. 8), they will be recommended to cluster
into the same cluster. Although there is not any direct re-
search to explain such situation, we can make suggestion
to the future search.

5. Concluding remarks and recommendations

In this study, we proposed an integrated approach incorporat-
ing PCA and fuzzy-ART techniques to achieve the organism’s
classification from the viewpoint of codon usage. The primary
contribution is to provide a rational and feasible integration ap-
proach to analyze amino acids. It can be viewed as an optional
reference for biologists in the future. Besides, we also apply
an illustrative example to demonstrate the proposed approach.
The findings almost have the same result or recommendation
to the previous researches. As for the initial stage of study or
research, the biologists can apply this systematic approach to
shorten the preprocessing time and capture the possible ref-
erence information. Therefore, the power of the proposed ap-
proach can be enhanced via incorporating the other techniques,
e.g. the case-based reasoning (CBR), expert systems or deci-
sion supporting system (DSS) in the future.
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